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Abstract

Many students begin their college experience enrolled in large introductory classes. These classes are likely to enroll students who are at risk of leaving college without a degree. As such, these classes have the potential to reach at-risk students including first-year, first-generation, undeclared, and underrepresented minority (URM) students. Unfortunately, large lecture classes can make it difficult for students to develop meaningful relationships with faculty members or peers, even though it is known that the presence of strong faculty-student relationships predicts student engagement (Jaasma & Koper, 1999). One route to engaging students is the intentional use of evidence-based pedagogical practices. There have been substantial efforts to improve large lecture classes through the strategic use of discussion sections, active learning, and varied forms of assessment. Additionally, efforts to increase students’ engagement and persistence have taken place outside of the classroom. We believe that some evidence-based practices developed outside the classroom are ripe for use in large lectures. In the current paper we describe an integration of academic content with practices that support student engagement and success in a large general education course, Child Development.

We begin with a brief description of the class, as it was before modification and as it is now. We then summarize some of the literature that describes evidenced-based methods of supporting at-risk students and explain how we have used this literature to inform our alignment of pedagogical practices with pedagogical goals. We share means of authentic assessment used in this course that target academic mastery and student well-being during and after the course’s completion. Throughout this discussion we report on early indications that our modifications have met our intended goals. We conclude by considering principles that might guide redesign of other large classes.
Foreword

Over the last decade, more and more campuses have developed cross-cutting, institution-level student learning outcomes. This is a significant, often hard-won accomplishment, and it is also one that points the way to challenging next steps and questions. How do institution-level outcomes match up with those at the program- and course-level? How are the agreed-upon skills and proficiencies documented and assessed? Do the pedagogies and assignments designed and used by faculty effectively advance the achievement of all students? How are those achievements assessed and documented? All of these are questions about what is now commonly called “alignment.”

Often alignment is thought of from the top down. Many campuses have engaged in a process of curriculum mapping, starting with degree- (or program-) level outcomes and documenting where each is being taught and assessed (or neglected). But alignment is also an important lens for bottom-up attention to classroom practice. Indeed, at its best, course design is a complex exercise in selecting and deploying a diverse mix of pedagogical practices that work together to foster the 21st century learning outcomes that today’s students need to flourish.

It is, in fact, hard to imagine a more thoughtful, thorough-going process of alignment than the one described in this NILOA occasional paper by Karen Singer-Freeman and Linda Bastone. Their extensive redesign of a large introductory *Child Development* course at Purchase College, State University of New York is a story about the intentional implementation of an array of practices aimed, as the authors say, at making a large introductory lecture course “feel small” in ways that increase student engagement and success. These practices include well-known, evidence-based classroom approaches such as active and problem-based learning, reflective writing, and the use of eportfolios. But the authors also “believe that some evidence-based practices developed outside the classroom are ripe for use in large lectures.” Accordingly, they also employ a number of strategies drawn from the co-curricular and student life arena: learning communities, intentional mentoring by carefully selected and trained mentors, and “brief psychological interventions” such as the cultivation of grit and a growth mindset.

What is notable here is that this diverse set of approaches functions not as a laundry list of the latest evidence-based pedagogies but as a carefully integrated weave of experiences—a “bundling approach,” as the authors put it—that work together to increase students’ sense of belonging and engagement—conditions that correlate with academic success. In short, this is a story about effective pedagogical alignment.

Whatever the language (alignment, bundling, integration), this kind of thinking is critical if higher education is to deliver on the promises reflected in frameworks like the Degree Qualifications Profile, the Essential Learning Outcomes from the Association of American Colleges and Universities, and the locally devised institution-level outcomes that are now in place on so many campuses.

What is also critical—and central to the business of NILOA—is the emphasis on assessment as an integral aspect of the teaching and learning process rather than an add-on. As readers will see, the redesign of *Child Development* includes a move toward more frequent assessments that rely more heavily on reflective writing: ePortfolio assignments, weekly learning reflections, discussion section worksheets, weekly open-book scratch-off quizzes, and an optional final. Tasks like these increase students’ ability to effectively regulate their own learning and advance the outcomes that Singer-Freeman and Bastone care about: mastery and retention of broad conceptual issues, the increased integration of academic learning with students’ own experiences, and improving the success of underrepresented minority students. Additionally, the redesigned course represents significant progress toward what they call “intervention goals”: “the establishment of a culturally sensitive classroom, the development of a sense of belonging in college, a growth mindset, and a more self-regulated approach to academic tasks.”
The bottom line is this: clear degree-level outcomes are an essential component in shaping the undergraduate experience in more coherent, supported ways. But that goal can only be achieved if the classroom is shaped in parallel ways—with the activities, assignments, and assessments that faculty design and require of students intentionally integrated and aligned with each other as well as with larger goals. This paper offers a powerful illustration of what that kind of work looks like at its best.

Pat Hutchings
NILOA Senior Scholar
Pedagogical Choices Make Large Classes Feel Small

Karen Singer-Freeman and Linda Bastone

The Class

*Child Development* is offered as a lower-level class that seats between 60 and 100 students in different semesters. The class fulfills an elective requirement for psychology majors as well as the college general education requirement for social sciences. The class attracts primarily first-year students from diverse backgrounds. For example, last semester the class enrolled 36% underrepresented minorities (URM), 36% commuters, 31% first-generation students, and 22% transfer students; overall, 71% of students were classified in at least one of these groups. Many students fell into multiple potential risk groups with 31% of the class falling into 2-4 at-risk categories. Prior to the modifications described here, the class met three days a week as a lecture. The primary learning objectives of the class were to teach students: 1) research methods; 2) major theories and concepts; 3) stages of physical, social and cognitive development; and 4) application of the principles of child development to good practice with children. The original assessments included four brief writing assignments, four exams with multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank questions, and an optional final. Students were very satisfied with the class and demonstrated mastery of the learning objectives. However, students expressed high levels of anxiety about the exams. The instructor felt that this anxiety interfered with the students’ ability to fully contemplate the applications of the material to their lives. An additional concern was that URM students were receiving lower grades than European American students. Finally, the instructor had concerns about the extent to which the material would be retained after the end of the class.

Goals and Structure of Course Redesign

The course was redesigned with the intention of improving the mastery and retention of broad conceptual issues, increasing the extent to which students integrated learning with their own experiences, and improving the success of URM students. Additionally, the class was redesigned to meet intervention goals. These goals included the establishment of a culturally sensitive classroom, the development of a sense of belonging in college, a growth mindset, and a more self-regulated approach to academic tasks. In the revised class, lecture time was reduced, and discussion sections led by teaching-assistants were added. The number of assessments was increased so that assessments occurred more frequently and relied more heavily on reflective writing. Students completed ePortfolio assignments, weekly learning reflections, discussion section worksheets, weekly open-book quizzes, and an optional final. Each of the modifications that were implemented were informed by research. Broadly, the research described below examines techniques that have been used to support students’ academic success and well-being. We believe that each of these techniques has the potential to enrich large lecture classes. Pedagogical goals are met most effectively when pedagogical practices are intentionally selected to align with these goals. We bring together a diverse set of pedagogical techniques in the service of supporting student learning and engagement.
Evidence-Based Practices to Improve Success and Authentic Learning

Learning Communities
Learning communities have been implemented on many college campuses as a means of providing students with a sense of community. Students’ participation in learning communities has been associated with increased academic success and engagement (Lord, Coston, Blowers, Davis, & Johannes, 2012; Pike, Kuh, & McCormick, 2011; Zhao & Kuh, 2004). One way in which learning communities might support student success is by invoking a sense of belonging. Walton, Cohen, Čwir and Spencer (2012) found that even when students were induced to feel a minimal sense of belonging, they experienced increased motivation and persistence. Participation in a learning community provides students with the belief that they will have enhanced opportunities to form social relationships with other students. Thus, it seems likely that some of the positive effects of participation in a learning community might derive from a sense of belonging. Learning communities also provide students with increased contact with a faculty member who frequently forms a mentoring relationship with students. Finally, learning communities encourage integrative learning across the curriculum. Although it is not possible to deliver all of the rich experiences of a typical learning community in a large class, we have explored ways to deliver some of the core elements of learning communities through class-based activities.

In Child Development we invoke a sense of belonging in a number of ways. The professor introduced the discussion sections by explaining that they create smaller communities of students who will get to know each other as they discuss class-related topics. This introduction is similar to instructions that were found to induce a sense of belonging (Walton et al., 2012). The instructor also used students’ weekly learning reflections to build a sense of community. Rather than submitting the learning reflection as a homework assignment, students wrote emails to their teaching assistant describing the most interesting thing they had learned from the textbook that week. Teaching assistants responded to each student, establishing a reciprocal dialog. In this way, the relationship between the student and the teaching assistant was strengthened. The instructor read all of the emails and included references to common themes in lectures by telling the class when many of them had commented on the same aspect of the chapter. In this way, those students who had touched on common themes would have an enhanced sense of similarity to other students in the class. Students’ comments on an exit survey indicated that they felt a sense of community with the class, despite its large size. Additionally, an unexpected positive effect of increased feelings of community was increased comfort with speaking in the large lecture. By the middle of the semester, students were sharing personal experiences freely during lectures and responding to each other in class discussions. One student reflected, “This class helped me open up more and not be afraid to talk.”

Mentoring
Mentoring, either within a learning community or as an independent program, is another technique that has been used to improve social connections, academic success, and retention among college students. Studies involving diverse groups of undergraduate students have found that participation in mentoring programs is associated with increases in college satisfaction, involvement, academic performance, graduation, and gradu-
Like learning communities, mentoring programs generally enroll only the students who opt in. The incorporation of mentoring activities into discussion sections has the potential to reach a much broader group of students than stand-alone mentoring programs.

A common element of large lecture classes is required attendance in smaller discussion sections. Research has demonstrated that participation in well-planned discussion sections can improve students’ engagement with a course as well as provide opportunities for students to develop integrative writing skills, improve grades, and personalize material (Buckley, Bain, Luginbuhl, & Dyer, 2004; Fullilove & Treisman, 1990; Kleiner, 1997). Discussion sections used as a vehicle to provide mentoring, might be especially helpful for underserved students. Ovink and Veazey (2011) posit that providing a sense of community among URM students may reduce social isolation and help students to combat stereotypes. We hypothesize that discussion sections, though widely used, may be underutilized in the promotion of student well-being and engagement.

Like learning communities, mentoring programs generally enroll only the students who opt in. The incorporation of mentoring activities into discussion sections has the potential to reach a much broader group of students than stand-alone mentoring programs. Although there is not a great deal of empirical research on the importance of different facets of mentoring, Campbell and Campbell (2007) outline a number of best practices for faculty mentoring of college students. Each of these has the potential to be enacted by teaching assistants leading discussion sections. In this way, teaching assistants can also function as peer mentors.

1. **Mentoring should be intentional and scheduled at regular intervals.** Campbell and Campbell (2007) explain that mentoring programs should be structured formally in ways that are intended to meet program goals. In *Child Development*, discussion sections occurred at regularly scheduled times and had goals that were explicitly tied to course goals. We also provided teaching assistants with a schedule of expected email outreach. In this way, the discussion sessions fulfill Campbell and Campbell’s guideline.

2. **Mentors should actively mentor.** Although some of the positive effects of mentoring relationships likely stem from passive modeling of positive behaviors, ideally mentors should go beyond modeling and actively engage mentees to help them make progress toward program goals. In *Child Development* we designed discussion section activities that ensured active mentoring by following reflective writing exercises with structured mentoring discussions (See Appendix A as a separate attachment).

3. **Mentors should be selected carefully.** Careful attention to mentors’ personal characteristics can minimize negative effects of perceived differences (Crisp & Cruz, 2007; Terrion, 2010). Finding mentors who are productive, warm, empathetic, available, and have integrity is essential. This requires additional selection criteria for teach-
ing assistants that are being recruited to fulfill both an academic and a mentoring role. In *Child Development* we recruited mentors who were successful in the psychology major and demonstrated high levels of warmth, empathy, availability, and integrity.

4. *Mentors and mentees should be carefully matched.* In general, attempts should be made to pair mentors and mentees who share demographic characteristics and personal interests. Unfortunately, matching individual mentors and mentees is not possible in class-based discussion sections. However, in *Child Development* we selected warm, empathetic mentors who, as a group, shared demographic characteristics with the students.

5. *Mentors should receive training including information about appropriate boundaries.* Many students have interacted with traditional teaching assistants and are likely to initially view the position without consideration of a mentoring relationship. When teaching assistants serve in a dual role, training and ongoing supervision, in which mentoring communications are monitored and discussed, is essential. In *Child Development* we provided teaching assistants with materials that would support good mentoring (e.g., sample emails, grading rubrics, and instructions on positive framing of corrections). During weekly meetings, mentors practiced discussion section activities and discussed student communications.

Although it is impossible to provide every student in a large class with intensive individual mentoring that characterizes the best mentoring programs, it is possible to incorporate some of the best practices of mentoring into discussion sections. To foster the mentoring relationship and sense of community, each discussion section began with a “check-in” in which students shared their weekly “highs” and “lows.” The teaching assistants also wrote positive comments responding to each ePortfolio assignment and emailed their students weekly to remind them about upcoming assignments. If a student was not turning in assignments or attending class, the teaching assistant reached out to the student. We asked students to complete a subset of questions from the College Student Mentoring Scale (Crisp, 2009) in order to assess the extent to which we successfully established a mentoring relationship between the students and the teaching assistants. We measured the extent to which the teaching assistant served as a role model, provided emotional and psychological support, and provided support for academic goals using a 5-point Likert-type scale. We found that students did view the teaching assistants as mentors, with 81% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the mentors provided academic support, 77% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the mentors were role models, and 70% agreeing or strongly agreeing that the mentors provided emotional and psychological support. Interestingly, students’ feelings about their mentors were similarly positive regardless of whether the student and mentor were from the same ethnic group (average rating = 3.79) or from different ethnic groups (average rating = 3.75). These results suggest that discussion sections can be effectively used to deliver mentoring to large groups of students.

Brief psychological interventions offer another means by which discussion sections can support student well-being.

**Brief Psychological Interventions**

Brief psychological interventions have the potential to improve individuals’ lives long after the intervention is over by changing the way they think and feel about the world. Brief psychological interventions have been shown to improve students’ grades, persistence, and overall well-being for long peri-
Many students who are at risk of leaving college struggle with their initial adjustment. For students who lack a visible community on campus or lack a home community that includes college graduates, initial feelings of isolation can be interpreted as evidence that they do not belong in college. Walton and Cohen (2011) implemented an intervention that was designed to help students view their current feelings of isolation as temporary. During their second semester of college, some students read a report of the results of an alleged survey of advanced students at the college describing how their initial feelings of isolation were replaced by feelings of connection. The students then wrote letters and recorded messages to future students providing advice about ways to find community in college. African American, but not European American, students who participated in this intervention received higher grades over the next three years than similar students who had read letters about an unrelated subject. African American students who participated in the intervention also expressed more certainty about their feelings of belonging at the college and less self-doubt than similar students who had not participated in the intervention.

We provided students in Child Development with a modified version of the social belonging intervention during a discussion section that occurred in the middle of the semester. During this session students discussed ways that children effectively join social groups and then read letters from graduating seniors describing how their feelings of isolation were replaced by feelings of connection. The students then discussed ways that successful social entry is similar in childhood and adulthood. The session ended with students writing a letter to future first-year students providing advice about ways to develop community at college (See Appendix A as a separate attachment).
Preliminary data suggest that participation in this intervention may have supported students’ sense of belonging at the college as well as their persistence. On an exit survey, 86% of the students reported that they planned to graduate from our college and 98% reported that they planned to complete a bachelor’s degree. Similarly, 84% were excited about the possibility of making new friends at the college. Early retention data also appear promising. Our college's average first-year student retention rate is 81%, however, 86% of first-year students who took the modified class in Spring 2015 returned to the college for the Fall 2015 semester. We saw even higher rates of retention for other groups that are typically considered to be retention risks: 88% transfer students; 89% URM; 90% students on academic probation; and 96% commuters.

**Growth Mindset and Grit.** When students are taught to take a growth view of intelligence, they become more interested in attempting difficult tasks and more likely to persist after an initial failure. Unfortunately, many American students enter college believing that intelligence is genetically determined and unchangeable. Dweck (2006) refers to this as a fixed mindset and pioneered work in which brief lessons on brain plasticity led to shifts in students’ views of intelligence. The determination to achieve long-term goals and a willingness to persevere in the face of obstacles has been termed grit (Duckworth & Gross, 2014). Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, and Kelly (2007) have found that grit influences a wide range of outcomes, including educational attainment, grade point average, success in military training, and even success in the National Spelling Bee. Interestingly, grit is not related to IQ but is related to the personality construct of conscientiousness (Duckworth et al., 2007). Given the strong research support for the importance of grit, it is not surprising that many interventions are currently being tested to develop grit in students. Nearly all of these interventions seek to develop both grit and a growth mindset (Snipes, Fancsali, & Stoker, 2012). This grouping reflects the related nature of these two constructs. The positive effects of a growth mindset on grit have been replicated in many domains of learning and across many groups (Boaler, 2013).

Students in Child Development complete two sequential ePortfolio assignments near the end of the semester in which modified versions of existing interventions were used (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002; Duckworth, Grant, Loew, Oettingen, & Gollwitzer, 2011; Morisano, Hirsh, Peterson, Pihl, & Shore, 2010; Paunesku, Walton, Romero, Smith, Yeager, & Dweck, 2015; See Appendix B). The early responses to these interventions have been positive. In an exit survey 82% endorsed a growth mindset. We also observed that many students responded to Duckworth et al.’s (2007) Grit Scale in ways that indicated grit (on a scale from 1 to 5). Reviewing the responses of individual students, 62% could be classified as gritty (scores ranging from 3.08-4.5), 19% could be classified as not gritty (scores ranging from 1.75-2.92), and 19% could be classified as neutral (scoring 3). Many students spontaneously mentioned learning about grit and developing a growth mindset when asked to list the five most important things they learned in the class. Students also wrote heartfelt responses to the ePortfolio assignments. For example, one student described his growth mindset writing,

> I believe that I have a growth mindset. I think this came to me when I was about 14 years old and I realized that people of my color can become things. I say that because beforehand I thought that I was doomed to a simple 9-5 job and I couldn’t be a lawyer because I was not white.
Another described her shifting mindset in the following way:

I have always struggled with math. When it comes to my skills in math and intelligence in general, I view it as fixed. I believe this may have been a self-fulfilling prophecy. Expecting myself to fail made me accept my poor grades and never feel surprised. Telling myself that, if I put in more effort I could see better results, would help me establish a growth mindset.

We have completed qualitative coding on URM students’ responses to the growth assignment and found that 71% reported a growth mindset. Interestingly, 41% described a change in their perspective from fixed to growth that had either occurred in the past or was currently in progress. We believe that the expression of a shifting mindset is the strongest indication that the intervention had a genuine impact because the description of a shifting mindset required a detailed response. Additionally, 47% expressed grit when responding to the growth assignment. For example, one student wrote,

So far, I’ve been doing much better than I had before. I don’t allow myself to take in criticism such as ‘maybe science isn’t for you’ or ‘she’s just smart so that’s why she does well.’ I do well when I work hard. If I don’t do well right away, I keep trying until I’m satisfied.

Learning communities, mentoring, and brief psychological interventions are proven techniques that support student success. As you increase the number of individuals in a group who benefit, the nature of the group will shift. This has been found to result in an improved group dynamic, which itself can lead to individual improvements (Powers, Cook, Purdie-Vaughns, Garcia, Apfel, & Cohen, 2016). By bundling interventions, individuals who are not helped by one intervention might benefit from another. Our students’ cross-references between different interventions and references to several interventions as being among the most important things they learned in the class can be seen as evidence of the students’ receptivity to bundling. A large lecture class is an ideal setting for the delivery of multiple supportive interventions as long as the interventions can be connected to class material. In order to maximize the positive effects of mentoring and brief psychological interventions, it is essential that there is alignment between these activities and other pedagogical elements.

**Engaging Students in the Large Class**

**Active Learning.** Traditionally, introductory courses have used didactic lectures as the primary means of instruction (Buckley et al., 2004). In a typical lecture the majority of communication is unidirectional, flowing from the professor to the students, with only a small percentage of class time devoted to discussion or questions. One method of improving student outcomes in large classes is the use of exercises in which students engage with each other in small groups. Active learning experiences are considered one of a group of high impact practices which have been shown to improve educational outcomes for all students (Finley & McNair, 2013; Kuh, 2008). The incorporation of active learning into introductory classes is an ideal way to expose students to a high impact experience early in college. Technologies such as classroom response systems and course management systems have provided more instructional flexibility. The use of learning platforms that allow immediate feedback, requests for clarification, and in-class polling have been shown to improve engagement in large lecture classes (Shaw, Kominko, & Terrion, 2015).
Similarly, there are a number of resources available to faculty to support active, problem-based learning. For an example of a case study on vaccine safety, see Singer-Freeman (2015; http://www.aacu.org/stirs/casestudies/singer-freeman). There are a number of examples in which active learning experiences have improved introductory classes. Prather, Rudolph, and Brissenden (2011) found that the addition of interactive learning strategies in an astronomy course resulted in large and equivalent learning gains in students regardless of sex, ethnicity, or prior preparation. Porter, Guzdial, McDowell, and Simon (2013) found that the inclusion of paired assignments and peer instruction in computer programming classes reduced attrition and increased both course and degree completion. Finally, Armbruster, Patel, Johnson, and Weiss (2009) found that students in a biology class with active problem-based learning viewed the class more positively and received higher grades than students in a traditional biology class. The changes to this course also improved the instructor’s enthusiasm for teaching the course.

Small discussion sections can be another route for implementing active learning experiences and improving in-class engagement. In Child Development, students’ participation in discussion section activities that promoted feelings of belonging and engagement created a classroom environment in which students participated actively. During the first six weeks of class we monitored students’ level of participation during lectures. We found that 85% of the students in the class participated at least once in a class discussion. Impressively, rates of participation were high across groups of students that are frequently viewed as being at risk of not engaging during class, including URM (85% participation), first-year (80% participation), transfer (83% participation), and first-generation (100% participation) students.

**Assessment.** Assessments in large classes are often multiple-choice or short-answer format. These types of assessments require students to express their learning via tightly conscripted responses. Frequently, there is little demand for higher-order reasoning and little opportunity for students to express learning in their own voices. The reliance on didactic lectures and assessments that are aligned with lower-order reasoning may limit students’ engagement with the material, the instructor, and the college, thereby reducing the positive impact of other supportive programming attached to a class. Educationally underprepared students often struggle in a large lecture setting. Schunk and Zimmerman (1997) hypothesize that educationally underprepared students are less likely to have strong self-regulatory skills or experience taking notes during extended lectures than educationally well-prepared students. Students with weak self-regulatory skills are at risk of missing key points during lectures as well as feeling increasingly disengaged from the content and the class.

Small changes in assessment structure have the potential to function as interventions, resulting in large improvements in performance. For example, when Pennebaker, Gosling, and Ferrell (2013) added brief daily testing to an introductory psychology course, students’ academic performance improved in that class and in other classes the students were taking. This improvement resulted in a 50% reduction in the achievement gap among students of different social classes. Daily assessment also provided continuous information about student mastery. Pennebaker et al. hypothesized that daily testing helped to improve educationally underprepared students’ self-regulatory skills because the students received frequent feedback about their academic mastery and their standing in the class. The use of daily testing provided students with information that appeared to increase their academic efforts.
Research on the testing effect supports the efficacy of frequent testing as a means of improving retention for material (Roediger, Putnam, & Smith, 2011). There is substantial evidence that testing is effective in supporting the retention of lower-order, factual, knowledge (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006), but testing may also support higher-order, integrative reasoning (Jensen, McDaniel, Woodard, & Kummer, 2014). Despite well-documented benefits of testing, testing can also have negative effects if the testing situation evokes feelings of stereotype threat (Steele & Aronson, 1995). In order for testing to maximally benefit at-risk students, efforts must be taken to reframe tasks and tests as non-diagnostic of ability (Quinn & Spencer, 2001).

In *Child Development* we sought to improve students’ self-regulation without inducing stereotype threat by providing low-stakes testing and written assignments that focused on the integration of new concepts through autobiographical writing. Students completed weekly open-book quizzes on which they were allowed to select additional responses if they answered incorrectly (receiving partial credit). These questions also appeared on a closed-book optional final. The purpose of the quizzes was to: a) reduce anxiety around testing; b) regulate attention during lectures; c) provide immediate feedback on conceptual understanding; and d) encourage attendance.

We believe that frequent low-stakes testing was effective at supporting conceptual mastery. Scores on in-class quizzes was very high, averaging 87%. Scores on the optional final were lower. A representative half of the class completed this 100-question multiple choice exam and the average score was 68% (similar to averages on exams in *Child Development* during semesters when high-stakes testing was used as the primary means of assessment). Students also responded positively to this assessment practice, indicating reduced anxiety and increased ability to engage in authentic learning. For example, one student responded to a question about how her experience in the class changed her by saying, “I didn't worry about memorizing information, all I did was focus on learning.” Another student sent an email after the semester describing his reaction to the assessment format this way,

> I will say that I felt that the quizzes, by virtue of their scratch-and-reveal nature, lowered stress and increased confidence (and therefore, presumably, understanding) by letting me know that I will know when I am right, know when I am wrong, and be able to keep changing my thought process until I learn the correct concept behind the correct answer.

A second way in which we supported self-regulated learning was by requiring students to complete assignments for nearly every class and by personalizing the method of assignment submission. When students uploaded their chapter reflections to our course management system, response rates averaged 69%. However, when students sent emails with their reflections directly to their teaching assistant, response rates rose to 90%. Several students commented on the fact that the frequent assignments helped them learn to be better students. One student wrote, “It has made me a more knowledgeable person that became better at managing my time with all the assignments that were due. It made me less likely to procrastinate.” We also redesigned our assessment plan to rely heavily on reflective writing that required students to actively select self-relevant material. The assignments were introduced during the first class with the explanation that students...
would be challenged to determine which information from the class would be useful to them. One student said, “I learned so many real-life lessons through being in *Child Development* and I am now able to apply these lessons to parts of my own life.” We also provided opportunities for students to engage in authentic learning by integrating conceptual issues with their own past experiences and future plans in a series of ePortfolio assignments.

**ePortfolio-Based Assessment.** ePortfolio use in higher education has become increasingly prevalent (Rhodes et al., 2014). There is evidence that ePortfolios help students and faculty evaluate growth and reflect on students’ academic achievements (Buzzetto-More, 2010). Eynon, Gambino, and Török (2014) found evidence that ePortfolio use correlates positively with student success indicators and can help advance and support deep thinking, integration, and personal growth. ePortfolios have the potential to focus student attention away from lower-order learning of facts and towards higher-order learning of principles. Thus, the use of ePortfolios may promote the learning and retention of core principles. General education classes seek to expose students to the major concepts and guiding principles that are the foundation of different approaches to understanding; ePortfolios have the potential to support this outcome. ePortfolio development may also support student well-being. The creation of ePortfolios has been found to help students develop academic identity, future orientation and a sense of belonging to a community of scholars (Nguyen, 2013; Singer-Freeman, Bastone, & Skrivanek, 2014). A challenge in the use of ePortfolio-based assessment in a large lecture class is the potentially heavy burden of assessment; however, rubrics can minimize assessment burdens at the same time as providing authentic evaluations. Rubrics can also enhance learning and instruction by making expectations clear to both students and faculty.

Buyarski and Landis (2014) found that rubrics were an effective means of evaluating learning in ePortfolios that were developed as a part of a first-year seminar. Similarly, Singer-Freeman, Bastone, and Skrivanek (2016) found that rubrics reliably assessed applied and collaborative learning, as well as academic identity, in ePortfolios that were created to document a science research experience.

We provided students in *Child Development* with the opportunity to engage in reflective autobiographical writing that had a conceptual focus in nine ePortfolio assignments. For the most part, the assignments followed a similar format, requiring that students: 1) summarize an area of research or several broad concepts; 2) apply concepts and theories (often autobiographically); 3) engage in future planning by considering ways they would like to interact with children in the future; and 4) select the most important three things they would like to remember. We used rubrics to assess learning outcomes (See Appendix B as a separate attachment).

When examining the efficacy and manageability of implementing ePortfolio-based assessment in a large class we found that the teaching assistants and instructor spent more time on assessment of ePortfolios than had been required with more traditional forms of assessment. However, the use of rubrics enabled the instructors to complete the assessments and provide feedback to students in a timely manner. Students responded very positively to the ePortfolio assignments: 76% believed they enhanced learning and allowed an accurate assessment of learning; 78% believed they encouraged reflection; 82% believed they provided a permanent record of learning; and 89% believed their use in the class should be continued. One student commented on the value of personal reflections as encouragement for authentic
learning, saying, “I think the ePortfolios are a great way to get a student invested in the subject for more than just a grade.” Another responded to a question asking about the most important things learned in the class in this way: “Connecting concepts that we learned with my own childhood…getting that ‘aha’ moment.” Students also appreciated the focus on higher-order conceptual issues over lower-order facts. Many students included broad concepts in their list of the most important things they learned in the class. One student described the value of ePortfolios as a means of encouraging conceptual integration as follows: “They helped pull together large ideas.” We conclude that the ePortfolio assignments enriched students’ experience of the course and increased their focus on the applications of broad conceptual issues to real world experience. We believe that these benefits outweigh the cost of increased assessment time.

Applications

We have described the ways in which we changed Child Development to incorporate evidence-based practices that support student success and well-being. Broadly, these modifications created a sense of community, provided group mentoring, supported the development of a growth mindset, helped students to become more self-regulated learners, and encouraged authentic learning. We now consider ways that some of these practices might be modified for use in other introductory classes.

Bringing a Learning Community into the Classroom

A large class cannot provide the many different types of formal and informal interaction between students and faculty that are a common element of successful learning communities. However, efforts to instill a sense of belonging and build feelings of community can encourage increased participation and engagement. The following techniques could be used broadly.

1. **Discussion sections in which teaching assistants invoke a sense of belonging by inviting students to share similarities.** For example, implementing exercises in which students take positions on an issue by standing in a location can allow students to identify other students with whom they share views or experiences.

2. **Sharing information about common views or experiences of students during lectures.** We implemented this by sharing common themes that were expressed in learning reflections and ePortfolios. In a very large class this could be accomplished using classroom response systems to anonymously survey student opinions.

3. **Infusing lectures with information about diverse ethnic, racial, and socioeconomic groups.** Inclusive lectures will help students from underrepresented groups feel a stronger sense of community with each other as well as with the scholarly community in the discipline being taught. One way this can be accomplished in a wide range of disciplines is by providing focused biographical information about scholars from these groups.

**Transforming Teaching Assistants into Mentors who Teach**

Although it is difficult to provide students with intensive individual mentoring, it is possible to incorporate mentoring into discussion sections. The following principles should guide faculty interested in creating discussion sections that will serve both an academic purpose and provide mentoring.
1. **Select teaching assistants who are academic role models and also warm and empathetic.** As a group, it is ideal if the demographic characteristics of the teaching assistants mirror those of the students.

2. **Educate and train teaching assistants.** Teaching assistants should read about mentoring best practices and participate in training that includes: information about appropriate boundaries; instructions on positive framing of corrections; and information about when a student should be referred to the professor or supportive services.

3. **Design activities that evoke personal reflection and support the development of a mentoring relationship.** Elements of our activities that would be broadly applicable include: beginning each discussion section with a “check-in;” affirmations in which students reflect on the relationship between their personal values and the values of the discipline; and group work in which students identify shared positions about a topic of study.

4. **Provide a detailed schedule that outlines when and how teaching assistants should communicate with students.** A schedule of mentoring activities can support the development of a mentoring relationship by providing teaching assistants with a series of appropriate moments for important guidance. For example, at a point in the semester when many students are getting feedback on exams, mentors could be instructed to discuss how to respond positively to negative academic feedback.

5. **Mentor teaching assistants.** Teaching assistants should receive ongoing supervision during which problematic interactions are discussed they arise. Common difficulties that teaching assistants face when mentoring include setting appropriate boundaries and directing students to appropriate resources when crises arise.

**Developing a Growth Mindset and Promoting Grit**

A lecture class is an ideal setting for the delivery of multiple supportive interventions as long as the interventions can be connected to class material. Growth interventions have been successfully offered in connection with introductory classes in psychology, biology, education, sociology, child development, and neuroscience (Snipes et al., 2012). In each of these areas, relatively small changes would allow an instructor to incorporate the intervention as a graded assignment. Interested instructors can refer to Snipes et al. to see descriptions and references to many different versions of psychological interventions. In addition to implementation of interventions, it is possible to structure lectures, assessments, and feedback to students in ways that will support the development of grit and a growth mindset. These principles can be widely implemented:

1. **Provide proactive instructions that support student success.** During the first class meeting, outline the steps a student should take in order to achieve mastery. For every assignment, include detailed instructions and rubrics, indicate elements of the assignment that previous students have found difficult, and provide instructions about ways to master these elements.

2. **Design assessments that enable students to recover from an initial failure.** Allowing students to drop a low grade, rewrite a paper, or retake a test are ways that this can be accomplished.
3. **Communicate confidence in students’ ability to improve.** Provide individual feedback that details weaknesses at the same time as expressing confidence in students’ ability to do better with greater effort.

4. **Encourage effort.** When returning assignments, describe the efforts of students who improved their performance. A brief notation such as, ‘great improvement,’ can indicate to students that, regardless of their current grade, the professor is aware of their progress.

5. **Provide students with realistic biographies as models of academic growth and persistence.** Many highly accomplished scholars’ achievements are the result of persistence in the face of failure. When discussing leaders in the field, include biographic details that exemplify grit and scholarly growth.

**Creating Self-Regulated Learners**

Even small pedagogical decisions have the potential to help students become more self-regulated learners. Most of the modifications that we made to support self-regulated and authentic learning are broadly applicable.

1. **Use low-stakes testing.** Creating an assessment structure in which tests are low stakes will reduce anxiety that disproportionately harms at-risk students, but still provide the benefits of testing to all students.

2. **Require frequent assessments accompanied by rapid feedback.** Increased assessment structure and feedback help students, especially those who are educationally underprepared, develop better work habits.

3. **Provide students with continuous information about academic standing.** Accurate information about academic standing will minimize differences in regulation that result from students’ differential attention to grades. Continuous feedback in one class has the potential to help students learn to monitor their academic progress more closely in future classes.

4. **Personalize assignment delivery and feedback.** Using emails instead of a learning platform might increase completion rates, increasing self-regulated learning.

**Creating Engaged Learners**

The true goal of education is to create permanent change in students. However, assessments traditionally used in large lectures often encourage brief and shallow processing of material. In order to produce authentic learning we must engage students in a discipline. Once students are invested in a discipline, there is an intrinsic motivation to integrate current learning with previous knowledge. The following pedagogical practices that support engagement can be implemented broadly.

1. **Challenge students to discover the information or skills that will be useful to them.** Encouraging students to view their college education as an opportunity to participate in authentic learning will help them become engaged. Pointing out specific skills a student will gain that might be added to a resume can help students to begin thinking in this way.

2. **Infuse assignments with self-reflective activities to increase engagement, conceptual integration, and retention.** Personalization can occur in a wide range of disciplines. For example, in a statistics class, variables...
can be analyzed from a college database, in a biology class students can look at their own cells under a microscope, or in a literature class students can imagine themselves in a text.

3. Use ePortfolios to provide students with a lasting record of learning in which new conceptual information is integrated with personal experiences and shared. The creation of an academic showcase in which the student reflects on the self, using new concepts, will support the development of academic identity. ePortfolios that include reflections on interventions and letters to the future self might strengthen the effect of interventions. If ePortfolios are shared among students in a class, these positive effects might be amplified.

Conclusions

Many at-risk students begin college in large introductory classes which may not provide optimal support. Many support programs only help students who seek support. However, many at-risk students do not avail themselves of these resources and stand-alone support programs are costly. Finding economical ways to support all students is essential. We transformed one large lecture course by aligning wide-ranging pedagogical practices with far-reaching pedagogical goals. The practices used in our redesign have the potential to be applied broadly. We hope others will use this case study as a model for productive curricular alignment. The integration of practices that support academic mastery with those that support student well-being can transform large lecture classes from being part of “the problem” to being part of “the solution.”
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